A sol-gel-based microfluidics system enhances the efficiency of RNA aptamer selection.
RNA and DNA aptamers that bind to target molecules with high specificity and affinity have been a focus of diagnostics and therapeutic research. These aptamers are obtained by SELEX often requiring many rounds of selection and amplification. Recently, we have shown the efficient binding and elution of RNA aptamers against target proteins using a microfluidic chip that incorporates 5 sol-gel binding droplets within which specific target proteins are imbedded. Here, we demonstrate that our microfluidic chip in a SELEX experiment greatly improved selection efficiency of RNA aptamers to TATA-binding protein, reducing the number of selection cycles needed to produce high affinity aptamers by about 80%. Many aptamers were identical or homologous to those isolated previously by conventional filter-binding SELEX. The microfluidic chip SELEX is readily scalable using a sol-gel microarray-based target multiplexing. Additionally, we show that sol-gel embedded protein arrays can be used as a high-throughput assay for quantifying binding affinities of aptamers.